What Are The Benefits Of Colostrum Food Supplements?
Colostrum is composed of a virus antibody that attacks foreign intruders. Colostrum
contains an array of anti-viral and anti-microbial factors. Research reports published by
various institutions can teach us about the benefits of Colostrum Extract, a powerful, super
substance contained in Fortizel®
The United States Government Center for Epidemic Control in Atlanta, Georgia
Dr. E.L. Palmer et al. said in the Journal of Medical Virology:
"Colostrum contains unspecific inhibitors that shield from a wide variety of
respiratory tracts diseases, especially influenza viruses. Colostrum is highlighted for
its unique effect against potentially fatal outbreak of the Asian flu virus that comes
from animal/human mutations."
Dr. Olle Hernell of University of Ulmea, Sweden, said:
"Glycoprotein in bovine Colostrum shields from the bonding of helicobacter pylori
bacteria that cause gastric ulcers. Colostrum contains large quantities of
interleukin-10 (a strong infection guard) that is of great importance for the
reduction of infections in arthritic joints and the environment of injuries."
Dr. Michael Julius, McGill University, Montreal, said in Science News:
"Colostrum and breast milk (bovine and human) stimulates the immune system of
the newborn. So far unidentified proteins accelerate the maturation of cultivated
B-lymphocytes (a kind of white blood corpuscle) and prepare them for the
production of anti-bodies."
Dr. L.B. Khazenson, a specialist of Microbial & Epidemial Immunobiology said:
"Clinical trials with volunteers have shown that the preservation of the biological
activity of IgG (immunoglobulin G) in the digestive juices of grown-ups, who had
been administered bovine Colostrum orally, hints at a passive enteral (intestinal)
immunization for the prevention and treatment of bowel diseases."
Drs. Bocci, Bremen, Corradeschi, Luzzi and Paulesi said in the Journal Biology:
"Colostrum stimulates the lymphatic tissue and in this way helps elderly and
immune-deficient people. Since the origin of mammals, nature has used the oral
way for developing the immune system (safe and effective). Taking in immune

factors orally is simple, cheap and without side effects and may be of great benefit
in human and veterinary medicine with regard to rectifying immune deficiencies."

